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Abstract
In this paper we empower the ontology-based query answering framework with the ability to
reason on the properties of “known” (non-anonymous) and anonymous individuals. To this end,
we extend Datalog+/- with epistemic variables that range over “known” individuals only. The res-
ulting framework, called datalog∃,K , offers good and novel knowledge representation capabilities,
allowing for reasoning even on the anonymity of individuals. To guarantee effective computab-
ility, we define shyK, a decidable subclass of datalog∃,K , that fully generalizes (plain) Datalog,
enhancing its knowledge modeling features without any computational overhead: OBQA for shyK
keeps exactly the same (data and combined) complexity as for Datalog. To measure the express-
iveness of shyK, we borrow the notion of uniform equivalence from answer set programming, and
show that shyK is strictly more expressive than the DL ELH. Interestingly, shyK keeps a lower
complexity, compared to other Datalog+/- languages that can express this DL.
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1 Introduction

In ontology-based query answering (OBQA), a user query q is evaluated over a logical theory
consisting of an extensional database D paired with an ontology Σ. This problem is attracting
the increasing attention of scientists in various fields of Computer Science, ranging from
artificial intelligence [3, 13, 17] to database theory [5, 18, 6] and logic [22, 4, 19]. In this
context, Description Logics [2] and Datalog± [10] have been recognized as the two main
families of formal knowledge representation languages to specify Σ, while conjunctive queries
represent the most common and studied formalism to express q.

In this paper we concentrate on the Datalog± family whose intent is to collect all
expressive extensions of Datalog which are based on existential quantification, equality-
generating dependencies, negative constraints, negation, and disjunction. In particular, the
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“plus” symbol refers to any possible combination of these extensions, while the “minus” one
imposes at least decidability, as already the presence of existential quantification alone makes
OBQA undecidable in the general case [23, 9], also because the ontology universe may be
enlarged with infinitely many “anonymous” individuals to satisfy existential rules.

Originally, this family was introduced with the aim of “closing the gap between the
Semantic Web and databases” [11] to provide the Web of Data with scalable formalisms
that can benefit from existing database technologies. And in fact it generalizes well-known
subfamilies of Description Logics —such as EL [8] and DL-Lite [1]— collecting the basic
tractable languages for OBQA in the context of the Semantic Web and databases. Currently,
Datalog± has evolved as a major paradigm and an active field of research. As a result,
a number of syntactic properties that guarantee decidability by implicitly limiting the
generation and the “interaction” among anonymous individuals have been single out: weak-
acyclicity [16], guardedness [9], linearity [11], stickiness [12], and shyness [21].

2 Datalog± with epistemic variables

Following the Datalog± philosophy, on the one hand we extend the family with a novel
knowledge representation feature that allows for consciously reasoning on the properties of
“known” (non-anonymous) and anonymous individuals in different ways; on the other hand,
we single out sufficient syntactic conditions to ensure decidability. More specifically, we start
from a classical well-established setting introduced by [11], where an ontology Σ is a set of
datalog∃ (a.k.a. “existential”) rules of the form ∀X∀Y (φ(X,Y)→ ∃Z p(X,Z)), and a query
q(X) is an expression of the form ∃Y (φ(X,Y),¬p1(Z1), . . . ,¬pk(Zk)), where symbol ‘¬’
stands for default negation (a.k.a. negation as failure). Both in rules and queries, φ(X,Y) is
a conjunction of atoms; also, p(X,Z) and each pi(Zi) are atoms (with Zi ⊆ X ∪Y required
as standard “safety” condition). Then, we enhance the framework with epistemic variables
(denoted by X̂, Ŷ , Ẑ, . . .) that complement standard variables (denoted by X, Y , Z, . . .)
adding some interesting modeling capabilities. We call datalog∃,K the resulting language.
Roughly, epistemic variables range over “known” (non-anonymous) individuals only; while
standard variables range over all individuals.

Consider for example the databaseD = {person(john), person(tim), hasFather(john, tim)},
and the datalog∃,K ontology Σ consisting of the following rules:

person(X)→ ∃Y hasFather(X,Y ) (ρ1)

hasFather(X, Ŷ )→ hasKnownFather(X) (ρ2)

The first rule states that every person has a father (note that the father is guaranteed to exists,
even if he could be an unknown individual); while the second, using the epistemic variable Ŷ ,
specifies the persons who have a known father. From ρ1 we derive that also tim has a father,
but his identity is not known. (Technically, this is represented by some fact hasFather(tim, η)
where η is a term not occurring in the ontology domain, namely an “anonymous” individual
or a “null” in the database terminology.) From ρ2, hasKnownFather(john) is derived, while
hasKnownFather(tim) is not derived as Ŷ ranges over the ontology domain {john, tim}. Let
us now consider the query:

q(X) = ∃Y hasFather(X,Y ), ¬hasKnownFather(X),

which asks for those people whose father is not known. By evaluating q over D ∪ Σ, we get
the answer X = tim, as expected since the identity of tim’s father is not known; while the
father of john is known.
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Roughly, epistemic variables behave as the operator K already in use in Description
Logics [14]. In this context, expression KC is interpreted as the set of individuals on the
ontology domain that are instances of the concept C in all models, or equivalently the “known”
objects which are instances of C. For example, the inclusion axiom KC v D of Description
Logics can be expressed via the datalog∃,K rule C(X̂)→ D(X̂).

3 A decidable and expressive language: shyK

Besides enhancing the KR features of the framework, we want to ensure decidable query
answering. To this end, we single out a datalog∃,K language called shyK. Intuitively, consider
a database D, a shyK ontology Σ, and a chase step 〈ρ, h〉(I) = I ′ employed in the construction
of chase(D,Σ) (for more details on the chase procedure, see [20]). The syntactic properties
underlying shyK guarantee that: (1) if a standard variable X occurs in two different atoms of
the body of ρ, then h(X) is a constant; and (2) if two different standard variables X and Y
occur both in the head of ρ and in two different atoms of the body of ρ, then h(X) = h(Y )
implies h(X) is a constant.

We reduce the evaluation of conjuntive queries over shyK ontologies to the evaluation of
conjunctive queries over shy ontologies.

I Theorem 1. qeval for conjunctive queries over shyK ontologies is: (i) ExpTime-complete
in combined complexity, and (ii) PTime-complete in data complexity.

To measure the expressiveness of shyK we compare it with the DL ELH. More precisely,
consider an ontology Σ. We say that an ontology Σ′ is equivalent to Σ if, for each database
D over R(Σ), it holds that chase(D,Σ′)|R(Σ) = chase(D,Σ). Hence, a class C1 is strictly
more expressive than C2 if (i) for each Σ ∈ C2 there is Σ′ ∈ C1 being equivalent to Σ, and (ii)
for some Σ ∈ C1 there is no Σ′ ∈ C2 being equivalent to Σ.

We show that shyK is strictly more expressive than ELH. In particular, we provide a
polynomial-time transformation that maps each ELH ontology to an equivalent shyK one.
Since the reduction is polynomial, this also shows that ELH is no more succinct than shyK.

I Theorem 2. shyK is strictly more expressive than ELH.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we extend datalog rules to deal with both epistemic variables and existential
quantification. The resulting framework offers good and novel knowledge representation
capabilities, allowing for reasoning even on the anonymity of individuals. We define shyK,
a datalog∃,K language that supports epistemic variables, fully generalizes datalog, and that
guarantees the decidability of OBQA for conjunctive queries with epistemic variables. Finally,
to measure the expressive power of shyK, we borrow the notion of uniform equivalence from
answer set programming [15]. Then, we compare shyK with the well-known Description Logic
ELH [7, 8], showing that shyK is strictly more expressive than ELH. Interestingly, shyK
keeps a lower computational complexity, compared to other Datalog± languages that can
express this Description Logic (namely guarded and its extensions).
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